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Abstract:  
The use of structural equation modeling (SEM) has grown dramatically in the field of management information systems (MIS) in the past twenty years, but SEM's focus has been primarily on cross-sectional data sets. Functionally, SEM has been used to test measurement and path models, but the SEM approach has not been applied to repeated measures designs. In this article, we describe latent growth models (LGMs), an extension of SEM, which focuses on how observed and/or latent variables change over time. The purpose of this paper is to provide a primer on the use of LGMs, as well as to advocate for its use to extend MIS theory. We illustrate several flexible applications of LGMs using longitudinal data, including conditional, unconditional, and dual growth models. We discuss the advantages of using LGMs over other more traditional longitudinal approaches, and highlight areas in MIS where researchers can use this technique effectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Within the management information systems (MIS) discipline, structural equation modeling (SEM) has been a popular data analysis methodology over the past twenty years for examining models that consist of observable as well as non-observable (or latent) variables. SEM allows researchers to study hypothesized relationships between latent variables that are typically measured using two or more observable measures (i.e., manifest or indicator variables). SEM has, however, focused on the analysis of cross-sectional data. The purpose of this didactic study is to illustrate the use of a special type of SEM, called latent growth models (LGM) [Duncan et al., 2006] or latent curve modeling (LCM) [Bollen and Curran, 2006] for studying changes over time in observed or latent variables of interest to researchers in the field of MIS. Because of the widespread use of SEM within the MIS discipline, we believe that LGMs could open new lines of inquiry within the MIS discipline by enabling researchers to study longitudinal changes in constructs that have been otherwise investigated using cross-sectional or two point (before/after) designs.

LGM is an effective longitudinal data analysis technique when the focus is on the study of change in individuals. An MIS researcher might be interested, for example, in understanding how computer anxiety (CA) changes in a group of undergraduate students over the duration of a semester in which they are enrolled in an introductory MIS course. In such a study, the researcher would be interested in answering several questions, perhaps starting with how CA changes over time—that is, what is the form of this change for the entire group? To accomplish this goal, the researcher would identify a suitable measure for CA, and take repeated observations on this measure on the students over the semester.

Unlike traditional longitudinal data analysis techniques, LGM allows researchers to make inferences about individual level effects as well as group effects. If the research objective is merely to determine how change in CA occurred in the entire group of students (i.e., interest is in group level effects), then using ordinary least squares to analyze data would suffice. But the researcher might also be interested in going beyond group level findings. For example, the researcher might hypothesize that the initial level of CA—as well as the rate of change in CA—varies (or differs) for each student. In other words, there are inter-individual differences [e.g. Willett and Sayer, 1994] with respect to parameters of change (i.e., intercept and slope) in CA. The interesting questions here would be whether these differences are significant and—if so—can these individual differences be explained systematically using one or more predictors? For example, do males with low initial levels of CA grow at a faster rate than males with high initial levels of CA? Is the rate of change in CA faster in females than males over the semester? Does the rate of change in one construct (e.g., instructor supportiveness) predict the rate of change in another construct (e.g., computer anxiety)? Addressing these questions necessitates the use of LGM (or similar methods, such as hierarchical linear modeling).

The purpose of this article, therefore, is to introduce LGM and provide a primer on its use. We note the advantages of using LGMs over other more traditional longitudinal approaches and discuss the types of research questions that can be answered using the technique. We also discuss data and sample size requirements, model identification considerations, estimation methods, and model fit assessment statistics. We illustrate the application of LGM, using actual longitudinal data on computer anxiety (CA) collected from students in an introductory MIS course, and conclude by highlighting opportunities in MIS where researchers can use LGMs effectively in the future.

II. BACKGROUND ON LATENT GROWTH MODELING

Traditional longitudinal data analysis methods, such as repeated measures ANOVA (RANOVA), suffer from two major limitations in analyzing repeated measures data: these methods operate at the aggregate (group) level, and the assumptions inherent in them are rarely satisfied in practice. To explain how this happens, Figure 1 depicts trajectories of computer anxiety (CA) recorded for four different students taken at four equally spaced points in time in a semester. The mean trajectory is also listed. Model parameters derived using traditional longitudinal data analysis methods (including RANOVA) imply that the intercept (initial level of CA) and slope (rate of decline for CA) are consistent across the sample.

The plot in Figure 1 shows, however, that neither implication is true. Each student’s trajectory differs greatly from the mean trajectory—one has a positive slope, one is relatively flat, and the other two decline rapidly. Thus, other than demonstrating that the sample on average experiences linear declines in CA over time, the derived parameters and
aggregate method provide very limited insight into the data. Data in Figure 1 also do not satisfy the compound symmetry assumption inherent in RANOVA which posits that variances across time are equal and that covariances are zero. A close inspection of data in Figure 1 shows that CA observations are spread out the most initially, and the spread in these observations decreases between time periods 2 and 3, violating the compound symmetry assumption.

Figure 1. Computer Anxiety Trajectories for Four Students

LGM, which operates within the SEM framework, takes a different approach to analyzing data presented in Figure 1. Assuming that participants experience linear changes in CA over time, the researcher would fit a LGM that captures linear changes to such data (see Figure 2a). Following the path diagram convention used to represent SEMs, circles or ellipses represent latent constructs and rectangular boxes represent observed variables. Thus in Figure 2a, T1-CA through T4-CA represent CA levels measured at four different points in the semester respectively, while the hypothesized model’s parameters (i.e., the intercept and slope) are modeled as latent constructs. The paths from the intercept construct to all measured variables are fixed to 1, whereas the paths from the slope construct to the measured variables are fixed from 0 to 1 in equal increments of 0.333 to model the hypothesized linear change.

The derived means of the intercept and slope constructs represent the fixed (i.e. group) effects of the model, whereas the derived variances indicate the extent that individuals within the sample have different starting points (intercepts) and rates of change (slopes). Significant latent construct variances indicate the presence of inter-individual differences in the slope and intercept, providing evidence that all observations do not follow the same trajectory. The two-headed arrow between the intercept and slope constructs allows these parameters to co-vary. A significant negative covariance between slope and intercept indicates that lower starting points result in higher rates of change. The model depicted in Figure 2a is referred to as an unconditional LGM.

If significant inter-individual differences are found, the researcher next fits a conditional LGM, which includes one or more external predictor variables that are posited to explain the inter-individual variability. The predictor can be a continuous variable (e.g., extent of prior experience with computing), dummy variable (e.g., gender), or even another latent construct (e.g., instructor supportiveness). The conditional LGM shown in Figure 2b includes gender and instructor as dummy predictor variables. A significant path from gender to the intercept and/or slope constructs, for example, would indicate that males and females in the sample have different initial levels of CA and different rates of change in CA over time.

In addition to opening new lines of inquiry, LGM has a number of more pragmatic advantages. RANOVA cannot handle missing observations on individuals. In practice, this limitation results in the removal of the entire observation, even if only one instance of the repeated measure is missing. This restriction can substantially reduce a researcher’s effective sample size. As an SEM method, LGM can be used even when subjects have missing observations for one or more measurement occasions (although too many missing data points can impair the stability of the results) [Singer and Willett, 2003]. Although RANOVA requires the time interval between repeated measurement occasions to be equal, LGM data collection phases can occur either at equally spaced or at irregular time intervals by adjusting
the fixed factor loadings between the slope and the manifest indicators. Finally, LGM can handle an unbalanced design (i.e., where the design of the study creates different numbers of repeated measures for different subjects in the samples); RANOVA cannot be used to analyze data from unbalanced designs.

Figures 2a and 2b. Path Diagrams for an Unconditional LGM (2a) and a Conditional LGM (2b)

Data Collection Considerations for LGMs

Requirements for using LGM are similar to other longitudinal analysis techniques [Singer and Willett, 2003]. First, repeated measurements on the focal variable must be collected from each individual. 1 The focal variable can be an observed variable or a latent construct. 2 To achieve an identified model, at least three repeated observations must be taken. Bollen and Curran [2006] provide the following minimum data requirements, which depend on the form of change under investigation. For fitting models for linear change, at least three repeated measures must be collected. For more complex shapes of change (such as quadratic or cubic trajectories) a minimum of four or five repeated measures (respectively) are required. The number of repeated measurements also impact model identification: see Appendix A for more information on model identification and calculation of model degrees of freedom. In general, having more repeated measures serves to increase the reliability for the estimation of the parameters of change [Singer and Willett, 2003]. A third feature of data collection design is to ensure that when repeated measures are collected, the same items 3 are used to measure the focal variable in which change is being investigated. Finally, a sensible metric for time should be chosen. In many cases time may be the appropriate metric between successive data collection occasions, while in other cases, the number of repetitions of a particular task may be the appropriate metric between successive data collection waves.

LGMs also tend to be quite efficient with regards to the required sample size. Muthen and Muthen [2002] provide guidelines on the influence of sample size on the statistical power of LGMs. Their results indicate that for unconditional models, even small samples (n = 40) can provide a statistical power of 0.80 or better. The presence of predictor variables in conditional LGMs increases the recommended sample size to about 150. Sample size requirements increase further in the presence of missing data and smaller effect sizes (e.g., small values for population regression coefficient). Sample size can also affect an LGM’s propensity to converge on a solution. Previous studies indicate that sample sizes of 100 or more increase the convergence rate to nearly 100 percent while decreasing the chances of generating improper solutions [Hamilton et al., 2003].

1 The cohort sequential data collection design allows researchers to relax the requirement of collecting data on the same individuals over the entire duration of the study [Duncan et al. 1996].
2 When the focal variable is a latent construct, a second order LGM is required [Hancock et al., 2001].
3 In some cases a researcher may use an instrument that contains parallel items rather than the exact same items in repeated administrations.
III. ILLUSTRATION OF LATENT GROWTH MODELING

In this primer on LGM, we study changes in computer anxiety (CA) in students enrolled in an introductory MIS course at a large university. We explore three guiding questions that have become a standard approach for using the LGM methodology [Bollen and Curran, 2006]. For the first question, we examine how a construct of interest (i.e., computer anxiety) changes over time (e.g., does CA change in a linear or nonlinear manner). For the second question, we examine whether there are statistically significant inter-individual differences with respect to the parameters of change in our construct of interest (i.e., Do students start at different initial levels of CA? Is the rate of change for CA different for each student?). Finally, for the third question, if inter-individual differences do exist, what factors can be used to predict these differing initial levels and rates of change (i.e., Do men and women differ with respect to initial levels of CA as well as the rate of change?). Because two different instructors taught the introductory MIS course, we also include instructor as a control. The first two questions will be answered using an unconditional LGM (Figure 2a), while the third question requires the use of a conditional LGM (Figure 2b).

From a theoretical standpoint, the following hypotheses will be addressed by the unconditional and conditional LGMs:

- **H1:** CA will decline in all students.
- **H2a:** There will be differences in the initial level of CA across students.
- **H2b:** There will be differences in the rate of change in CA across students.
- **H2c:** Students with higher initial level of CA will experience a faster decline in CA.
- **H3a:** Female students will exhibit higher initial levels of CA than males.
- **H3b:** Female students will exhibit a faster rate of decline in CA than males.

Hypotheses H1, H2a, H2b and H2c can be addressed with the unconditional LGM (Figure 2a), while the conditional LGM (Figure 2b) with gender as a dichotomous predictor can address hypotheses H3a and H3b.

We incorporate the data collection design features recommended by Singer and Willett [2003] in our study. We use data from four repeated observations on the same group of undergraduate students enrolled in an introductory MIS course over the semester. All scale items are listed in Appendix B. The first wave of data collection was administered at the start of the semester, and subsequent waves were evenly spaced over the course of the semester. We measured CA using the same four items used by Thatcher and Perrewe [2003] at every measurement occasion (Appendix B). Finally, the sample size (n = 230 students) in our study exceeds the minimum requirements stated in Muthen and Muthen [2002] and Hamilton et al. [2003] to fit the requisite LGMs that address our research questions. While attrition is a concern in collecting repeated measures data, a classroom setting allows for a more controlled environment in which to collect longitudinal data. Students were given an incentive in the form of a bonus for their participation. As a result, 75 percent of the students provided data at three or all four occasions. As recommended by Bollen and Curran [2006] and other researchers, we used the full information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimator to estimate the LGMs in the presence of missing data. Descriptive statistics for all measures are listed in Appendix C.

**Preliminary Data Analysis**

Latent growth modeling allows researchers to pursue either exploratory or confirmatory approaches to model a variable’s functional form. The functional form refers to the variable’s mean shape or trajectory, and can be linear, quadratic, or exponential, among others. For confirmatory approaches, sound theoretical understanding of the nature of change being investigated may guide the a priori selection of the functional form. As an example, in an industrial setting, shop floor personnel learning to perform a new task may be expected to reduce time to perform the task in accordance with an exponential curve (e.g., a growth or learning curve model). In such cases the researcher may use LGMs to confirm that the data conform to an exponential pattern. Such an approach is analogous to using confirmatory factor analysis to test that specific questions load as expected on a pre-defined construct. Alternatively, LGM can be used as an exploratory technique in situations when prior research lacks guidance for the functional form of change for the phenomenon under investigation.

Regardless of whether a confirmatory or an exploratory approach is used, once repeated measures have been collected, the norm is to use data plots to identify (or confirm) the functional form of change in the focal variable [e.g., Willett and Sayer, 1994]. Raw data on average CA for female students, male students, as well as all students is shown in Figure 3. The plot suggests that average CA declined linearly across all students.

---

4 For more information on specifying non-linear (e.g., quadratic or exponential) LGMs, see Bollen and Curran [2006].
Selecting the Best Fitting Unconditional Growth Model

To address the first guiding question, Chan and Schmitt [2000] suggest an approach for selecting the unconditional LGM that best describes the functional form of change in the focal variable or construct. The suggested approach involves comparing three possible trajectories for CA: no-growth [Stoolmiller, 1994], free form, and the linear models. The no-growth model contains only the intercept as a latent construct, with a loading of 1.0 to each measured time point. A good fit for this model would support the hypothesis that CA remains stable over time. In the free form and linear model, two latent constructs are used to model the intercept and slope parameters of the growth trajectory. For the free form model, the loadings from the intercept construct to all measured time points are fixed to one. The loadings from the slope construct to the first time point is fixed to 0; the loading from the slope to the last time point is fixed to 1. The loadings from the remaining time points (T2 and T3) to the slope are freed and are estimated by the SEM program, thus allowing for nonlinear shapes of change. The derived loadings for the second and third time point reflect the percentage growth that has occurred at time periods T2 and T3. Thus, if the estimated loadings for periods 2 and 3 are 0.30 and 0.70, the researcher would interpret that the focal variable underwent a 30 percent change between the first and second measurement, a further 40 percent change between the second and third measurement, and a 30 percent change between the last two measurements. The linear model is illustrated in Figure 2a; the fixed loadings for CA measured at time points T1, T2, T3 and T4 are 0, 0.333, 0.667, and 1 respectively.

All models in this primer were fitted using the SEM software Mplus, version 4.21, but other SEM tools (such as Lisrel, EQS, or AMOS) can also be used. AMOS version 18 actually includes a growth curve model plug-in which automatically draws an LGM, given a specified number of time periods. All tools use the maximum likelihood (ML) approach for estimating LGMs, which is one of the most commonly used approaches [Bollen and Curran, 2006]. Mplus code for all LGMs in this primer can be found in Appendix D.

The metrics used to assess model fit for LGMs are the same as those commonly used with SEM. Specifically, measures such as the chi-squared test statistic, goodness of fit index (GFI), adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), normed fit index (NFI), non-normed fit index (NNFI), comparative fit index (CFI), root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA), and root mean squared residual (RMR or SRMR) are routinely reported in the context of assessing model fit. Researchers using SEM within the MIS discipline research have reported chi square, CFI, RMSEA and SRMR to describe goodness of model fit [Gefen et al., 2000]; we follow their lead and report these four measures for all LGMs in this study.

To determine whether the no-growth, free form, or linear model represents the best fit, we compare nested models using the likelihood ratio test (also known as the chi-square difference test). In our example, the no-growth model is nested in the linear model, and the linear model is nested within the free form model. The chi-square difference test is implemented by calculating the significance level for the difference in model chi square values as well as the degrees of freedom for a pair of nested models. Table 1 illustrates model fit measures that includes RMSEA, SRMR,
and CFI. For the first two measures, values close to 0 indicate a good fit, while values greater than 0.10 are taken to imply a poor fit. For CFI, values over 0.90 indicate good fit. The chi-square difference test between the no-growth model and the linear model (ΔΧ² (3) = 42.29; p < 0.001) indicates the linear form model fits significantly better than the no-growth model. The chi-square difference between the linear and free form models is not significant (ΔΧ² (2) = 0.418; p = 0.811) indicating that both the free form and linear model provide an adequate fit to changes in CA in the sample. The more parsimonious linear model is preferred for describing changes in CA in our sample (more parsimonious means more constrained—that is, the model with greater degrees of freedom in our case). In conclusion, the LGM indicates that CA declines linearly. This conclusion is supported by the plots of average CA for males and females in Figure 3 which show that CA declined linearly over the semester.

### Table 1: Fit Statistics for Unconditional LGM for Computer Anxiety (CA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No-growth model</th>
<th>Linear model</th>
<th>Free-form model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square</td>
<td>46.55</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degrees of freedom</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRMR</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second question addresses the presence of significant inter-individual differences in starting point and slope for changes in CA. For the CA linear model, the intercept is 2.65 and the z-score is significant (35.64; p < 0.001), indicating that on average, students’ CA levels start out greater than zero. The z-score reflects the results from a standard z-test. The slope value of -0.37 (z = -5.43; p < 0.001) indicates a significant decline in CA in each time period. The unconditional linear LGM is depicted in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Unconditional Linear LGM](image_url)

The second guiding question addresses the presence of inter-individual differences. The Mplus output indicates that the variances for the intercept (z = 8.45; p < 0.001) and slope (z = 2.61; p = 0.009) are also significant. H1 is corroborated. The presence of a significant variance for the slope and intercept latent construct indicates that the mean intercept and slope for the sample does not reflect the sample as a whole. In practice, this result indicates that all students do not follow the same trajectory. These two variance levels indicate that student growth trajectories exhibit significant individual differences across the sample—that is, they differ from the mean initial CA level and
the mean CA decline rate. H2a and H2b are supported. The covariance between the intercept and slope is negative (-0.14), but it is not significant (z = -1.588; p > 0.10). No support was found, therefore, for H2c. A significant negative covariance between the intercept and slope constructs would indicate that students with high initial levels of CA experienced a lower rate of decline (i.e., slope) in CA over time and vice versa.

**Incorporating Predictors of Change in LGMs**

Given the significant inter-individual differences in the intercept and slope for change trajectories in CA, we next explore the third guiding question by introducing exogenous factors (predictors) into LGMs that are hypothesized to explain the inter-individual differences found in the second step. A conditional model for change in CA was fit by including dummy variables for (1) gender (set to zero for females and one for males) and (2) a control for the two instructors (arbitrarily set to zero for one instructor and one for the other). The conditional model is shown in Figure 5. The conditional model for linear change in CA showed good fit ($\chi^2$ (df = 9) = 6.524, p = 0.6865, CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = 0.000 and SRMR = 0.025). Paths from instructor to the two growth constructs were not significant, indicating that CA initial levels (0.13) and rate of change (-0.15) did not differ across two instructors. For gender, however, the path to the intercept of the growth model for CA was negative (-0.59; z = -4.134) and statistically significant ($p < 0.001$), while the path to the slope was not significant (0.13; p = 0.428). As the gender dummy variable was coded 1 for men, our results indicate that men started the class with lower CA levels than women, but gender did not influence the rate of decline in CA (i.e., the slope or the rate of reduction in CA is the same for males and females). This result, therefore, supports H3a, but not H3b. The parallel trajectories for average CA for male and female students shown in Figure 3 are consistent with these findings.

**Dual Growth Model**

As a final application of LGMs, we illustrate a dual growth model, which is an LGM that links growth in two different focal variables simultaneously. Such models allow researchers to detect, for example, whether the trajectory parameters (e.g., intercept and slope) in an exogenous construct are related to the trajectory parameters (e.g., intercept and slope) in an endogenous construct. Such a model cannot be completed using RANOVA or even hierarchical linear modeling: it is only currently possible with LGM. The path diagram in Figure 6 shows that the intercept of ISP is hypothesized to impact the intercept and slope of CA. We also hypothesize that the rate of change in ISP is expected to affect the rate of change in CA (since the rate of change in ISP cannot logically affect

---

5 One may consider this to be a contradictory result given that the unconditional model for CA indicated significant variance in the slope construct. However, the proper interpretation here is that while there is a significant variance in the slope construct for the decline in CA, gender does not explain the differences in slopes across students, and that some other predictor might do so.
the initial rate of CA, this path is omitted). We retained gender and instructor as the predictors of change trajectories in CA. We also included a distal outcome\(^6\) variable, end of semester computer self-efficacy (CSE), in our model. The path diagram in Figure 4 shows that growth constructs (i.e., slopes and intercepts) for CA and ISP are modeled to influence the CSE in students.

In creating the ISP scale, we used two questions from an organizational supportiveness scale [Eisenberger et al., 1986, Appendix B]. The wording of the questions ("The instructor cares about my general satisfaction with the course" and "The instructor takes pride in my accomplishments in the course") were adapted to fit our context. We measured each of the ISP items at the same time as CA over four time periods.

![Figure 6. A Dual Growth LGM with Predictors and a Distal Outcome](image)

A variety of instruments have been used within the MIS literature to measure CSE. Because the course in this study focused on IT applications (e.g., spreadsheets, database, HTML) as well as understanding of specific computing concepts, we used the task-specific instrument to measure CSE. A review of CSE instruments [Marakas et al., 1998], as well as a 2007 study [Downey and McMurtry, 2007] supports the use of task-specific CSE instrument over the more general CSE instrument [Compeau et al., 1999]. We followed the recommendations of a previous study [Marakas et al., 1998] to develop measures of task-specific CSE. First, a set of representative tasks for each of the course modules were determined by the two course instructors. Next, we asked each instructor to list separately the most critical skills the students needed to perform within each module. The instructors then reviewed each other’s lists and reconciled the differences. After these steps, the instructors did not otherwise participate in the study. These tasks were then included on the survey, which asked students to rate their level of expertise for a variety of representative tasks for each of the course modules. An example question for the spreadsheet module was "Using a spreadsheet package, I believe I have the ability to properly use relative and absolute addressing." Students first indicated if they had the skill (Yes/No). If "Yes," they then indicated their confidence (10% → 100%) that they could complete the task. If "No," a zero was recorded as the response. The indicator for CSE at the end of the semester was the student’s total CSE score across HTML, database, spreadsheet, and general computer knowledge. All questions are listed in Appendix B.

\(^6\) A distal outcome, also known as a sequela [Duncan et al., 2006], is an outcome measure affected by the change in the focal variable.
The Mplus code for this model is provided in Appendix D. The fit statistics for the dual growth model in Figure 4 are fairly good ($\chi^2 = 40.582$, df = 37, $p = 0.3154$, CFI = 0.995, RMSEA = 0.020, and SRMR = 0.042). The mean for the intercept and slope of linear growth in ISP were statistically significant (mean intercept = 4.91, $p < 0.001$, and mean slope = 0.40, $p < 0.001$), suggesting that students’ perceived instructor support grew linearly over the semester. Similarly, the variances for these constructs were also significant ($p < 0.001$ for both) suggesting that the growth trajectories were different for each individual. The covariance between the intercept and slope is negative and significant (-0.20; $p = 0.025$) suggesting that students with lower initial ISP experienced a faster rate of growth in ISP over the semester and vice versa. As with the conditional model results presented earlier, gender is a significant predictor for the initial level of CA but not for the rate of decline in CA over the semester, while the instructor did not influence change trajectories in CA.

For the dual growth relationships between CA and ISP, only the path from the intercept of ISP to the intercept of CA is significant (loading = -0.261, $p = 0.064$). This negative association suggests that students with high initial perceptions of instructor support had lower initial levels of CA. Had other paths been significant, they would have been interpreted similarly as to the impact of growth constructs for ISP on the growth constructs for CA.

For the four paths between the CA and ISP growth parameters and the distal outcome, three are significant. The path from the intercept of CA on CSE is significant and negative (loading = -4.242, $p < 0.001$) suggesting that students with lower initial levels of CA have higher end of semester CSE. Paths from the intercept and slope of ISP to CSE are significant and positive (4.26, 4.673, $p = 0.007$, and $p < 0.001$ respectively). The path between the slope of CA and the distal outcome was insignificant. These results suggest that higher initial levels of ISP and low initial levels of CA as well as a higher rate of growth in ISP lead to a higher end of semester CSE.

IV. A SUMMARY FOR APPLYING LATENT GROWTH MODELING IN MIS

We summarize the application of LGM as a method of analysis to longitudinal repeated measures data for studying change in focal variables of interest for MIS researchers as a series of steps below.

Step 1: The first step involves proposing a hypothesis (or hypotheses) regarding the valence of longitudinal change in the focal variable (or variables) of interest. In this primer the focal variable was computer anxiety (CA). If theory provides guidelines, then the form of expected change in the focal variable should also be specified. LGM allows change to be specified in a variety of functional forms, including exponential, quadratic, cubic, and free form (see Bollen and Curren, 2006, for more details). When theory provides guidance, researchers should also hypothesize whether the constructs are expected to exhibit inter-individual differences (i.e., that the described change is expected to vary across groups of individuals). Prior studies have used two point designs to show that CA declines over time [Buche et al., 2007; Compeau et al., 1999], but the nature of the decline is unknown. Of the possible hypotheses that we suggested earlier in the manuscript, support was found for all but the last (H3b).

Step 2: In Step 2, the researcher decides the appropriate strategy regarding the survey instrument (use an existing instrument, or create a new one). Variables that might explain possible inter-individual differences (e.g., gender, socio-economic status) should also be identified for use in the conditional models. For this primer, we measured CA at each data collection wave using the same four items that have been used in prior studies. Similarly, we measured perceived instructor support (ISP) using the same items at every measurement occasion. We also recorded each student’s gender, as well as the instructor who taught the course.

Step 3: The researcher must select the appropriate sample—i.e., the group of individuals that will experience change with respect to the focal variables. The sample should be sufficiently large to permit investigation of the hypothesized forms of change. In this paper our sample consisted of undergraduate students enrolled in the introductory MIS class within a business school. Our sample (n = 230) was large enough to allow us to fit both unconditional and conditional LGMs.

Step 4: The researcher must decide on the duration of the longitudinal investigation along with number of repeated administrations of the instrument that captures the focal variable of interest. The number of repeated measurements of the focal variable dictates the types of functional forms of change that can be investigated: with only three repeated measures, for example, only a linear form of change can be verified. For complex, nonlinear forms of

---

7 Proper interpretation of these results is important to understand the advantages of LGM over other statistical approaches. The added value of LGM in a dual growth model can perhaps best be illustrated when the exogenous construct’s slope is significantly related to the endogenous construct’s slope. In that situation, change in the exogenous construct is related to change in the endogenous construct. Such a finding is analogous to finding a significant relationship between two slopes, which of course cannot be completed using any other traditional statistical procedure, such as RANOVA or OLS regression.
change, four or more observations may be necessary (see Appendix A). In our study the duration of data collection spanned a semester. We measured CA at four equally spaced intervals, which would more than suffice if CA changed linearly. If CA’s trajectory was nonlinear, however, at least four observations would be required to fit a quadratic change LGM.

Step 5: Once data have been collected, researchers should prepare plots of the focal variables to ascertain (or confirm) the functional form of change. As illustrated in Figure 1, CA appeared to exhibit a linear decline over the course of the semester, providing insight into the appropriate unconditional LGM model.

Step 6: The researcher fits LGMs consistent with the hypothesized functional form of change, much as one fits a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) model. An exploratory approach is also possible whereby competing models with alternate functional forms of change can be compared. We demonstrated the exploratory approach by fitting three unconditional models (no-growth, linear growth, and free form). The no-growth model demonstrated a poor fit and was eliminated. Both linear and free form models provided excellent fit. Based on the raw data plots in Figure 3 and on the parsimony of model constraints, we concluded that the unconditional linear LGM provided the best fit to decline in CA in our sample.

Step 7: After identifying unconditional LGMs that best describe the functional form of change in the focal variable, the researcher provides and interprets statistics related to the constructs that describe the change. Specifically, with respect to linear change in CA, statistically significant values for the mean intercept and slope suggested a non-zero intercept and a negative slope. Further, statistically significant variances for the intercept and the slope construct provided evidence of inter-individual variation with regards to trajectories of CA change across students. The covariance between these constructs was not significant in our case; when the covariance is significant and negative, higher values of the intercept generally have lower values of slope and vice versa.

Step 8: Once evidence of inter-individual variability with regard to the constructs of growth is found, the researcher proceeds to fit conditional LGMs that include predictors of change. We illustrated conditional growth models with two different predictors—gender and instructor. Our results showed that growth constructs describing decline in CA did not vary across the two instructors. With regard to gender, our results showed that only the intercept of CA was different for males and females; specifically the intercept was lower for males. The rate of decline in CA was identical for both groups. The parallel trajectories for average CA for females and males in Figure 3 substantiate these findings from the conditional LGM.

Step 9: Based on the hypotheses proposed in Step 1, the researcher can next explore more advanced models, which can provide insight into how the trajectory of one construct or variable relates to the trajectory of another construct or variable. We fitted a dual growth model (also known as parallel growth or cross domain growth) linking the trajectory of CA with the trajectory of perceived instructor support (ISP). The intercept and slope of the growth function for ISP were hypothesized to influence the intercept and slope of decline in CA. In this model, we retained gender and instructor as predictors of CA trajectories, and included end of semester computer self-efficacy (CSE) as a distal outcome of the intercept and slope for changes in CA and ISP. We note that a growth model that simultaneously includes predictors and distal outcomes is not possible with current version of RANOVA or even hierarchical linear modeling [Duncan et al., 2006]. This model showed that initial CA levels, initial ISP, and the rate of growth in ISP significantly influence end of semester CSE.

V. DISCUSSION

In a discipline that changes as rapidly as MIS, tracking a construct’s evolution over time may be critical for understanding its role in the broader nomological network [Pinsonneault and Kraemer, 1993]. Many of the constructs commonly used in MIS research have an implied longitudinal dimension, but are primarily studied at one point in time. Turnover, for example, is a common concern in MIS organizational research, but is rarely examined for systematic fluctuations over time. Although turnover cannot be examined as a repeated measure, the trajectory for voluntary employee withdrawal [Wright and Bonett, 1993] as well as its precursors and consequences could offer a rich area for future research. Within TAM research, the effects of perceived ease of use and usefulness are likely to vary over time, since the role that a system plays in an organization tends to evolve. As a user learns the features of a technology, for example, the effects of these constructs are likely to fluctuate. One can conceive that within different theoretical contexts, the effect of usefulness and ease of use may increase or decrease over time.

8 For a more complete discussion of the differences between theory-driven and exploratory research approaches, see Gurbaxani and Mendelson (1990); Collopy et al. (1994); Gurbaxani and Mendelson (1994). When using an exploratory approach, researchers can use the plots to suggest an appropriate subsequent line of analysis. As with all exploratory approaches, however, the researcher is expected to disclose that the approach is theory-building—not confirmatory—and, therefore, requires subsequent confirmation.
Latent growth modeling also has the capability to improve MIS theory by opening new avenues of inquiry. Because time plays such a critical role in MIS phenomena [Pinsonneault and Kraemer, 1993], the nature of and precursors to many MIS constructs can be a critical factor in developing and refining MIS theory. In addition to computer anxiety and computer self-efficacy, some examples of constructs in the field of MIS that would benefit from longitudinal investigation include computer usage [Compeau et al., 1999], user acceptance of IT [Venkatesh et al., 2003], IT service quality [Watson et al., 1998], commitment to IT development [Newman and Sabherwal, 1996], user participation in systems development [Hunton and Beeler, 1997], changes in beliefs and attitude toward IT usage [Bhattacharjee and Premkumar, 2004], and the effect of computer technology training in the workplace [Venkatesh and Speier, 1999]. To the best of our knowledge, no one has used the LGM methodology to study change in these research areas.

Latent growth modeling has other applications as well that can also improve understanding of MIS theory. LGMs can be used to test for factor invariance, confirming that construct validity is consistent over time. Factor invariance has largely been ignored in MIS research, but research has demonstrated that time can change the internal validity and meaning of MIS constructs. One study, for example, found that computer playfulness had changed since its original conceptualization [Serenko and Turel, 2007]. Such an application of the LGM approach could be used to confirm internal validity within a study, or perhaps determine if a construct has evolved in its meaning over time.

**Limitations of LGMs**

Despite the many advantages, LGM suffers from many of the limitations that are inherent in longitudinal research. MIS’s reliance on cross-sectional research is understandable, at least to some extent: collecting longitudinal data requires extended time periods, exposes researchers to potential confounds, and necessitates increased buy-in from participating organizations. From a practical perspective, cross-sectional research can be completed more quickly and is often less demanding. Cross-sectional designs allow researchers to collect data within a relatively short time period, and researchers commonly assume that external confounds do not exist.⁹

A longitudinal design may be most appropriate, therefore, when the expected effects are likely to occur within a relatively short period of time. This facilitates data collection, of course, but also reduces the chances that external factors will confound the results. When the proposed effects are likely to take months or even years (e.g., technology’s effect on a company’s organizational structure), the risk of external confounds may overly compromise a study’s validity [Pinsonneault and Kraemer, 1993]. We note that the limitations of the extended time frame necessary for longitudinal data collection can be mediated to some extent through the use of a cohort sequential design [Duncan et al., 2006].

Longitudinal studies also suffer from issues related to missing data and attrition. For example, if a researcher’s design requires data to be collected over four time points, some observations will likely be missing, simply because obtaining data from every sample unit at every occasion is often impossible. Attrition can also be a problem, as some subjects drop out before the study is completed. Advances in LGM allow for procedures that can account for some of these problems. LGM researchers advise against using the two commonly adopted procedures of dealing with missing data in practice—listwise and pairwise deletion [Bollen and Curran, 2006]. Instead, they recommend using either direct maximum likelihood estimation or the multiple imputation method in dealing with missing data [Schafer and Graham, 2002]. Although a full discussion of the handling of missing values is beyond the scope of this study, articles have provided an excellent discussion of handling missing data within the context of SEM [Enders, 2006] as well as demonstrate fitting LGMs in the presence of missing data [Duncan and Duncan, 1994].

---

⁹ This assumption is usually warranted, but confounds can occur during data collection for a cross-sectional study. Larger sample sizes, for example, often require multiple data collection periods. The occurrence of a significant event in the intervening periods (e.g., a company layoff, the death of a valued colleague, a corporate takeover) can still bias the results of a cross-sectional study. The extended time for longitudinal designs, of course, increase the chances that such a significant event will occur.
Memory effects could be an issue when subjects are simply checking boxes off on self-report survey forms that are administered repeatedly over time, as was the case in our study. This issue could be of concern if the time between successive administrations of the survey is short. Such effects can be mitigated somewhat by changing the order of items at each administration or by using parallel items that capture the same construct. Use of these alternatives will, of course, also increase survey design and data administration effort. The issue may not be a concern in situations where repeated measures data are objective. One example of objective data is repeated observations on data entry errors for personnel in charge of data entry in a data processing setting.

Conclusion

Motivated by the increased reliance on latent growth modeling outside of MIS as well as the lack of longitudinal analyses within MIS, this paper illustrates how LGM can provide additional insights into the nature of longitudinal phenomena. In promoting the use of LGMs, we also noted the similarities and differences with other more traditional longitudinal analysis approaches. Current research demonstrates, for example, that LGM has unique advantages compared to repeated measures ANOVA that MIS researchers need to incorporate—where appropriate—in their analyses. In particular, the flexibility of LGMs in allowing certain variables to be included simultaneously as dependent and independent variables in the same model, and the ability to allow for cross-domain analysis provides LGMs with an advantage over other approaches. We also noted some of the limitations inherent in LGMs, and noted the remedies recommended by researchers to overcome them. We highlighted some research areas within MIS where LGM applications appear to be most promising.

As researchers, we believe that latent growth models greatly facilitate longitudinal analysis and provide great promise for improving our understanding of MIS theory. Other researchers have noted their advantages: “LGM innovations are both exciting and too numerous to address” [Hancock and Lawrence, 2006]. We encourage MIS researchers to explore the techniques outlined in this paper. Although longitudinal analysis presents challenges, the potential insights that are possible using latent growth modeling suggest the approach may open new possibilities in MIS research.
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APPENDIX A: LGM MODEL IDENTIFICATION

Similar to all structural equation models, LGMs must achieve model identification—that is, a model must constrain a sufficient number of parameters to result in positive degrees of freedom. Researchers have noted significant concerns with just-identified and under-identified models in research utilizing SEM, and recommend using over-identified models (i.e., where \(df > 0\)) whenever possible [Shah and Goldstein, 2006]. Determining the degrees of freedom in an LGM is similar to an SEM or causal measurement model. If \(p\) is the number of data waves and \(q\) is the number of observed parameters, the degrees of freedom for an unconditional LGM can be determined using the following expression:

\[
df = (1/2) \times [p(p + 1)] - q
\]

The above expression also can be used to determine the minimum number of data waves required for a hypothesized functional form. As an example, to fit a linear LGM, at least three waves of data are required, which is a necessary but not a sufficient condition to fit LGM [Bollen and Curran, 2006]. Figure 2 is useful in understanding the reason behind this. The LGM shown in Figure 2 is based on four waves of data (\(p = 4\)). These four waves provide a total of ten variances and covariances ((1/2) * \([4^2 - 4 + 1] = 10\), plus four means, resulting in 14 observed pieces of information. Using these, the LGM model must estimate 9 pieces (\(q = 9\)) as follows: 4 error variances (one for each data wave), a variance and a mean for the slope and the intercept (4 pieces), and a covariance between the slope and the intercept. Thus, a linear model with four data waves will have (14 minus 9) 5 degrees of freedom. If all error variances were constrained to be equal, then our model would have 8 degrees of freedom (14 observed pieces minus 6 estimated pieces). With only two waves of data, we would have a total of five observed pieces of information ((1/2)\(2^2\times 3 = 3\) plus means for each wave = 5), which are insufficient to estimate 6 parameters even for the restricted model with equal error variances.

APPENDIX B: STUDY QUESTIONS

Computer Anxiety. Computer anxiety (CA) was measured using these four questions at each of the four time periods. A 1–5 rating scale was used, where lower average score indicated lower CA.

- I feel apprehensive about using computers.
- It scares me to think I could cause the computer to destroy a large amount of information by hitting the wrong key.
- I hesitate to use a computer for the fear of making mistakes that I cannot correct.
- Computers are somewhat intimidating to me.

Instructor Supportiveness. Students were asked these two questions at each of the four time periods. Each instructor supportiveness indicator is the average of the two questions.

- The instructor cares about my general satisfaction with the course.
- The instructor takes pride in my accomplishments in the course.

Computer Self-Efficacy. For all questions, students were first asked if they had the skill. If the answer was “Yes,” they then expressed their confidence that they could complete the task (10%—100%). The CSE indicator is the sum of the respondent’s answers across the four areas (HTML, database, spreadsheet, and general computer skills), calculated at the end of the semester.
When creating a webpage in HTML...
...I believe I have the ability to create different sized headings.
...I believe I have the ability to create a hypertext link to another webpage.
...I believe I have the ability to add an image to a webpage.
...I believe I have the ability to use FTP to transfer my webpage to a Web server.
...I believe I have the ability to add a background image to my Web page.

Database Skills
Using a database package...
...I believe I have the ability to create a Select query.
...I believe I have the ability to create a summation query that aggregates business data.
...I believe I have the ability to create a query with a calculated field.
...I believe I have the ability to create a database table.
...I believe I have the ability to create a report.

Spreadsheet Skills
Using a spreadsheet package...
...I believe I have the ability to properly use relative and absolute addressing.
...I believe I have the ability to use the spreadsheet’s built-in mathematical and statistical functions.
...I believe I have the ability to use the spreadsheet’s logical functions (e.g., IF and VLOOKUP).
...I believe I have the ability to create charts and graphs.
...I believe I have the ability to create a macro to automate a task.
...I believe I have the ability to create a pivot table to summarize business data.

General Computer Skills
Regarding computers in general...
...I believe I have the ability to describe how a computer works.
...I believe I have the ability to install new software applications.
...I believe I have the ability to identify and correct common operational problems.
...I believe I have the ability to unpack and set up a new computer.
...I believe I have the ability to remove information that I no longer need from a computer.
...I believe I have the ability to use a computer to display or present information in a desired manner.

APPENDIX C: SAMPLE STATISTICS

CA = Computer Anxiety was calculated using items listed in Appendix A. T1–T4 indicate the measurement occasion. CSE = Computer Self-Efficacy; ISP = Instructor Supportiveness. Instructor supportiveness was a Likert scale question (see Appendix A). Gender indicates respondent was male (1) or female (0). Instructor was a dichotomous variable to indicate which instructor taught the respondent’s section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St. Dev.</th>
<th>CSE</th>
<th>T1-CA</th>
<th>T2-CA</th>
<th>T3-CA</th>
<th>T4-CA</th>
<th>T1-ISP</th>
<th>T2-ISP</th>
<th>T3-ISP</th>
<th>T4-ISP</th>
<th>Instructor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSE</td>
<td>85.13</td>
<td>11.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-CA</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-0.293</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2-CA</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>-0.400</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-CA</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>-0.386</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4-CA</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-0.342</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-ISP</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>-0.057</td>
<td>-0.069</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2-ISP</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>-0.075</td>
<td>-0.148</td>
<td>-0.133</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-ISP</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>-0.128</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td>-0.073</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4-ISP</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>-0.155</td>
<td>-0.097</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRUC-</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>-0.111</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>-0.095</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOR</td>
<td>GENDER</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.238</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.236</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.069</td>
<td>-0.121</td>
<td>-0.095</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX D: MPLUS CODE FOR LGM MODELS USING

Important note before running Mplus models: The code refers to studydata.txt file which can either be created or obtained by contacting the first or second author of the study. To create the file, enter the means, standard deviations and correlations given above (in that order). We have reported Mplus output for the CA Linear Model (below) in Appendix E for confirmation.

The following Mplus models were used to generate the computer anxiety (CA) results included in the analysis.

CA No-growth Model

```mplus
title: CA No-Growth
data: file is studydata.txt;
type is correlations means stdeviations;
nobservations are 230;
variable: names = cse anx1-anx4 is1-is4 instrucc gender;
usevariables = anx1-anx4;
model: i_anx | anx1@1 anx2@1 anx3@1 anx4@1;
output: standardized sampstat;
```

CA Linear Model

```mplus
title: CA Unconditional Linear
data: file is studydata.txt;
type is correlations means stdeviations;
nobservations are 230;
variable: names = cse anx1-anx4 is1-is4 instrucc gender;
usevariables = anx1-anx4;
model: i_anx s_anx | anx1@0 anx2@1 anx3@2 anx4@3;
output: standardized sampstat;
```

CA Freeform Model

```mplus
title: CA Unconditional Free-form
data: file is studydata.txt;
type is correlations means stdeviations;
nobservations are 230;
variable: names = cse anx1-anx4 is1-is4 instrucc gender;
usevariables = anx1-anx4;
model: i_anx s_anx | anx1@0 anx2* anx3* anx4@1;
output: standardized sampstat;
```

CA Conditional on Gender and Instructor

```mplus
title: CA Linear Conditional on Gender and Instructor
data: file is studydata.txt;
type is correlations means stdeviations;
nobservations are 230;
variable: names = cse anx1-anx4 is1-is4 instrucc gender;
usevariables = anx1-anx4 gender instrucc;
model: i_anx s_anx | anx1@0 anx2@1 anx3@2 anx4@3;
i_anx s_anx on gender instrucc;
cse on i_anx s_anx is_i is_s;
output: standardized sampstat;
```

CA Dual Growth Model with Distal Outcome

```mplus
title: Dual growth model
data: file is studydata.txt;
type is correlations means stdeviations;
nobservations are 230;
variable: names = cse anx1-anx4 is1-is4 instrucc gender;
model: i_anx s_anx | anx1@0 anx2@1 anx3@2 anx4@3;
is_i is_s | is1@0 is2@1 is3@2 is4@3;
i_anx s_anx on is_i is_s gender instrucc;
cse on i_anx s_anx is_i is_s;
output: standardized sampstat;
```
APPENDIX E: MPLUS OUTPUT FOR THE LINEAR LGM

MODEL FIT INFORMATION

Number of Free Parameters 9

Loglikelihood

H0 Value -1031.055
H1 Value -1027.557

Information Criteria

Akaike (AIC) 2080.109
Bayesian (BIC) 2111.052
Sample-Size Adjusted BIC 2082.527
(n* = (n + 2) / 24)

Chi-Square Test of Model Fit

Value 6.994
Degrees of Freedom 5
P-Value 0.2211

RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error Of Approximation)

Estimate 0.042
90 Percent C.I. 0.000 0.107
Probability RMSEA <= .05 0.503

CFI/TLI

CFI 0.997
TLI 0.997

Chi-Square Test of Model Fit for the Baseline Model

Value 747.533
Degrees of Freedom 6
P-Value 0.0000

SRMR (Standardized Root Mean Square Residual)

Value 0.034
### MODEL RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E. Est./S.E</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>I_ANX</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>999.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX2</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>999.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX3</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>999.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX4</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>999.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S_ANX</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>999.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX2</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>999.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX3</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>999.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX4</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>999.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S_ANX WITH I_ANX</strong></td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>-2.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Means</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_ANX</td>
<td>2.649</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>36.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_ANX</td>
<td>-0.125</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>-6.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intercepts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>999.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>999.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX3</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>999.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>999.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variances</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_ANX</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>8.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_ANX</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>3.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residual Variances</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX1</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>6.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX2</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>6.847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX3</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>7.635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANX4</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>5.611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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